Robert the professor!

Robert the Professor and Shelli the student
Shelli’s grandkids!

Tan Kang University
At National Sun Yat-Sen University

Shelli giving a talk on the beach!
National Sun Yat-Sen University after Shelli’s talk

Hard working students in a crowded lab
Hard working students taking a break to take a photo

A group dinner with Robert’s students
Robert, his father, mother, baby Wade, Shelli and Stephanie

Stephanie, Robert and Shelli with Stephanie’s parents
Shelli with Robert’s baby, Wade!

Everyone has a phone, except Shelli!
Robert, Shelli and Stephanie enjoy breakfast

Shelli with Robert’s cousin, grandma, and wife
Shelli enjoying lunch

Enjoying Taiwan with Robert and his aunt
Stephanie and Shelli shopping at the markets at night